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From our President!
Hi all,
Happy Spring (finally!). After a long, snowy and quiet winter,
tracking is back. With the grass just barely green TCV hosted our
Spring TD/TDX on April 19. As usual, due to the hard work of our many volunteers, TCV put on a
great test, even under the scrutiny of an AKC rep. Our AKC Seminar in March was well attended
and will hopefully yield some new judges. The Beginners' Clinic in May introduced our sport to a
number of new dogs and handlers. In June don't miss our VST test at Castleton State College.
Enjoy the sun, Mie and the gang

Spring Test Report
TCV Members,
Spring had not exactly sprung at Smokey House in Danby on April 19th this year, and as
a result tracking took place on brown, dry grass. The Test resulted in 3
new TD Titles. None of the TDX teams passed. Conditions were difficult,
with low humidity and light wind!
Alison Jaskiewicz and her Berner ran a lovely track and there was no
doubt about finding the glove at the end this time! Alison had to pull it out from under
her boy, Kaibab, to show it to the Judges!! Next was a hard working Border Collie,
Sterling Little Man Sam, owned by Paul Borst. They efficiently ran their track and
soon had their glove! Our third pass was a GSD, with nicely penciled corners this team
was our third pass. Kristen Quintal was Xerox's handler and earned her first TD Title!!
Many thanks to all who helped with the test this weekend. We need to
thank everyone who brought the great assortment of food and raffle
items...that filled 2 tables this year!
Emily McDermott was our Test Chair and Glenn Williams was our
Secretary. Joan Sullivan, our Trophy chair did a wonderful job with the draw and organizing
prizes. Joyce Smith donated the TD T's..a TCV tradition.. and some lovely notecards.
Pam, Charlotte and Bill Badger hosted the Saturday evening Pre-test
Dinner and a wonderful time was had by all who attended. Mie Kingsley and Glenn Williams
made sure workers had
morning snacks and lunch on Saturday!

Judges for TD were Ray Desmarais and Martha Campbell. Rene Bugnon was
the Chief Track-layer. Joanne Fratrich and first timer Julie Browne were
the TD crew. Rene and Joanne helped Julie lay 2 tracks. She must have done
a good job as both her tracks were passes! Ruth Vaughn from the
Rochester area of NY was able to be tested for TD Judging by AKC Rep. Carol Ruthenburg.
Judges for TDX were Dorie Viguers and again Ray Desmarais. Dorie was
having her TDX observation with the AKC Rep. TDX Chief was Dick Munson. His crew was Alan
and Linda Shelvey. Cross track layers were Sharon Kroker and Sonja Blanchard.
Kathy Murphy chaired Hospitality with the help of Elaine Thomas,
Mitzi Giffen and Renee Traverse. What a spread! Mitzi also helps with our sales dept. and
moved some merchandize!
Bob Giffen kept the gallery under control. Map boards were done by Rene
Bugnon and Linda and Alan Shelvey.
Lynda Morgan, the Raffle Queen, with Mitzi's help, ran a very successful
raffle!
Once again our Club put on a test to be remembered. Thanks to everyone for making this
an enjoyable and memorable weekend for the entered teams!
Happy tracking,
Linda Shelvey

TCV Hosts AKC Tracking Seminar

Hi all,
The AKC Tracking Seminar with Diane Schultz went off successfully on Saturday at Riley Rink in
Manchester. I think everyone learned something new and came away with a deeper
understanding of the AKC Regulations. In addition, about half a dozen folks indicated that they
would be sending in their TD judging applications following this event, which will be of great
benefit to the sport in the future.
A big Thank You to Pam Badger for chairing this event, as well as handling all the
communications with the participants and being the site liasion. Charlotte Badger was also a big
help with set-up and hospitality.

A number of club members brought baked goods which were greatly appreciated. I don't want to
name names because I know I would forget someone.
Also, thank you Charlene for helping with set-up and check-in and to Renee and Charlene for
sticking it out to the very end and helping with clean-up.
Good job TCV!

Cheers, Mie
2014 Dana Avison Award Presented to Joan Sullivan!
February 2, 2015
Dear Club Members,
I thank you all for awarding me the “Dana Avison Award” yesterday, along with the dinner.
There’s a lot more I’d like to contribute to the Club other than just doing the “Trophies”, but that
alone does keep me involved and gives me a lot of pleasure. The generous donations and the
sheer number of gifts that people give always amaze me. Putting all of them together for the
premium makes my job look terrific, but all of these contributions are what make our event very
impressive.
I hope despite being surprised that I expressed myself appropriately in saying thank you to each
of you.
Joan Sullivan

TCV’s Beginner Tracking Clinic – May 9

TCV hosted our annual Beginners' Clinic on Saturday, May 9, successfully introducing 12 teams to
the sport of tracking. It was a beautiful sunny day and luckily there was a nice breeze. Trackers
came from VT, MA, NY and NH, and breeds ranged from German Shepherds to Duck Tollers to
Jack Russells. All the participants appeared to pick up the rudiments of tracking and progressed
nicely.
We couldn't have done it without;
Joanne Fratrich, our event secretary. Kathy Murphy and Charlene Lundeen on hospitality. The
Shelveys, Joyce Pedone, Joan Bradley, Deb Granquist and Glenn Williams presenting and working
with students in the field. I'm so proud to be part of a club that works together so well and is so
willing to share their knowledge.
Mie Kingsley, TCV President
Kristie and Patty find lemon # 2. A successful mapping exercise!

Tracking Poem, submitted by Joan Bradley
Tracking Test Morning
Awaken to cold, dark skies
Drive into a winter sunrise
Fingers stiff with the cold; rocks in stomach
A smile from the judges; "Good luck!"
Trust your dog.
I watch him. Head down,
Doing what I never could.
The hills impossibly green
Dew balancing precariously on every blade
The sun sprinkling down through the fog...
Watch your dog.
We turn, the track comes into view;
I know he is right-More right than I know how to be.
Some nibbles of the sweet grass -for fuel or moisture?
He pulls into the harness, harder now
As we traverse the glistening hillside.
More turns, my body once tense,
begins to relax into a rhythm
We are dancing to the music of our bond-Human and canine, older than memory
Trusting, moving forward as one
My heart swells to see him leading the way
Until he is down.
"What did you find?" I trill with joy!
He looks up at me as I approach, his eyes
like pools of warm chocolate.
And I know in that instance that he did it not just for me
But for the both of us.
-Suzanne Bria

Julie Browne, first time tracklayer, set 2 TD tracks this spring! She has a 100% pass rate
so far in her tracklaying career!! Great job Julie!!!

CANINE CLASSIFIEDS

ADS FOR SERVICES, ITEMS FOR SALE BY TCV MEMBERS
Balderdash Dogwear, handmade in Vermont by TCV member, Sonja Blanchard, offers custom
ribbon collars for all sizes of dogs. Martingale leashes, Flat buckle collars and heavy duty leashes
as well as beaded show leads. Visit my website for more info at - www.balderdashdogwear.com

Dog Portraits by TCV Member Diane Richardson

CROWN POINT ALPACAS – TCV Member and Artist – Bob Wertz

The fibers, rugs, and gift items can be purchased directly from Bob by sending him an email at
bobw33862@gmail.com or by using his Etsy shop (see under website).
https://www.facebook.com/CrownPointAlpacas

FOR SALE

Made in a smoke free studio by Joyce Smith. smithvt@vermontel.net
Pet Portraits in Fabric. Send me a picture of your pet and I will make a 16 x16 pillow or a 18 x 20
wall hanging. I will do an appliqué and then thread sketching to bring it alive. Made of cotton and
batik fabrics with polyester and cotton batting. Your choice of background fabric that I will quilt.
$125.00. Postage is extra.
Puppy Pen: 4x4 foot pen, adjustable height in excellent condition. Two separate removable
trays for easy cleaning.
As the puppies grow the two grates can be lowered to desired height for puppies safety. There is
an entry door for mom as needed. The one picture shows the top of pen closed. This was not
used immediately after whelping, but once pups are walking about it came in very handy.
$100
TY Joan Sullivan jes4labs2@tds.net

BRAGS:
Joan Bradley and Sophie, with the support of Rene Bugnon, earned their TDX Title at Burlington
Obedience Training Club’s, May 4th, Tracking Test!! Mie and I were lucky to be in the gallery and
watched a seamless performance!
All the hard work and practice paid off, with Joan handling the line beautifully and Sophie
proceeding down the track with a deep nose and short little tail a wag!!

From Carol Walsh….Picture of our new Logan on his 6 mo birthday.

UH_OH!!
From Kristie Adams! Perhaps the most expensive chew toy ever destroyed by a TCV dog!
Filligree, a German short haired pointer was in the doghouse after this episode!
For sale: custom reading glasses by "Frames by Filligree". Originally valued at $800, these
glasses with sharp lines and their chic asymmetry can be yours today for only $1.99. They won't
be around forever. Trust me......

SAVE THE DATE!!

Sat/Sun Sept 19& 20 Beth Adams of Candid Canine Photography will be at our farm in Pittsford
to do dog, horse & pet portraits. We will likely have a few other dog related activities too! More
details will be forthcoming. Pictured is Kristie’s dog Ivan!!
Kristie Adams
From Kathy Goodman!
Please post the following brag for Malagold’s Winter Storm Fairy, CD TDX (aka: Winnie)
Agility:

Yankee Golden Retriever Club Agility Trials: Miss Winn’s debut in Agility rocked with a
cleanrun/1st place in Novice B Standard clocking in at 39.31sec. Truth be told, I have never run
Jumpers due to my fear of getting lost on course. Knowing Winn loves this sport
we both debuted in Novice B Jumpers at this trial. Aside from a bad cue from me at the weaves,
Winn ran like the wind, clocked in at 32.87 with another 1st place. Our first double Q — SWEET!

NH Agility Club trial : Knowing Winnie has a need for speed, I decided to let her run as fast as
she wanted to go, as long as I was in control. Not only did Winn run the Nov B Standard course
lickety-split, she ran clean, clocking in at 35.32 sec,with a 1st place.
Granite State Sheltie Trial: Miss Winnie rocks these local trials completing her Novice Standard
title running clean, 1st place, clocking in at @ 41.74! Novice Jumpers was a smoking run,
capturing her 2nd Jumper’s leg clocking in @ 23.24 secs boom-bada bing, and a 2nd place! One
more Jumpers leg to go for her VCD1 title!
Obedience:
Mayflower Pembroke Corgi Trials, : Miss Winn’s debut in Open A nearly took my breathaway!
She was animated, yet focused on her job as my partner, performing beautiful classes on both
days, scoring 196 and 196.5, with blue ribbons as the icing on the cake.
Great Dane Obedience Trials: Winnie continued to strut her stuff in Open A, with animated
pizazz, capturing her CDX title with a 197 and another first place!
I am so proud of my party girl! Kathy
Patti Richards and Tagluk win at Westminster!!!
Congrats Patti! Congrats Tagluk! Best of Breed at the Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show.
There were just three, Bashaba Sky, Forever Greene Qannik, and CH Forever Greene Tagluk.
Tagluk's ribbon, medal and photo from Westminster. Very proud of our boy.

Ruger’s Reading Program

Here is Ruger doing his tail wagging reading program at Orwell Village School. We go twice a
week now and we love it!. Ginny Wilson

Also from Ginny. Little Bruno (RIP) and Danville Dudley!

Magpie! Came to visit the Shelvey’s and decided to stay! We have a new tracking dog! 
Bev Matthew’s dog, Imre, was named Best of Breed at three shows. He is the number 8th
ranked Viszla in the country!
Dick Munson has a new puppy – English Cocker Spaniel, male named Brady.
Jane Klonsky’s Sammy achieved his CDX and RE in Milton. Charlie achieved his first leg CDX and
two legs in RE.

Congratulations to everyone on these wonderful achievements!

Theory of Scent
Reprinted from Keeping Tabs on Labs, 1996, via Lenape Tracking Club’s Common Scents, May
1997.
Contents may be reprinted for educational purposes, provided credit is given to author and
source.
1. Sweat consists of 99% water and 1% fatty acids, the latter of which contains the scent.
2. Man loses 1/64 of his total weight, or about 2 pounds of sweat, every 24 hours.
3. Scent is not due to finely divided particles of odoriferous matter, either solid or liquid, but
to scent molecules dispersed as a gas and carried by air currents to the olfactory senses.
4. The individual scent of a man is caused by a trail of odorous liquid particles (scent oil).
5. Scent oil of man derives its individual odor from the fatty acids of which isovalerianic and
poropanoid give off the longest lasting scents.
6. The scent trail of a mixture of fatty acids forming synthetic sweat evaporates after 5
hours of exposure to sunlight.
7. Individual scent tracks of all animals are due to a trail of scent oil.
8. The most favorable conditions for scent are when a dog is tracking upwind and when the
earth is warmer than the air. Ie, night.
9. Any sudden fall in temperature in the air causes scent to be good and vice-versa.
10. Experiments prove that the earth ‘’breathes’’. Scent is good when the earth is exhaling
and vise-versa.
11. The earth exhales when it’s temperature is higher than that of the air, and vice-versa.
12. Scent is usually bad when the sun is shining.
13. The scent of grass is not usually affected by sunlight.
14. Scent will not last longer than 5 hours during direct sunlight in warm weather.
15. No dog (including bloodhounds) can track a man after 5 hours of direct sunlight, unless it
has learned to follow the track of bruised herbage or other additional scent, which is
independent of the natural and distinctive odor of the quarry.
16. Sunlight deodorizes scent owing to the ultraviolet rays.
17. It has been found that the track of a man may be deodorized more effectively during one
hour of sunlight than by 10 hours of darkness.
18. A high wind causes eddy currents and makes scent conditions uncertain.
19. Scent is good in snow that has fallen before a frost and vice-versa.
20. Frost checks scent, which may appear when thawed.
21. Heavy rain falling on the track obliterates the scent.
22. High winds dissipate scent.
23. Moist land carries a better scent that dry land.

The Theory of Scent article was submitted to the Retriever Review newsletter of the LRC
of S. California by LRCSC member Dan Ellison . The author wishes to share the
knowledge of his experience for the betterment of scent detection abilities of tracking
teams. His experience includes 15 years as a professional dog trainer, and many fine
tracking dogs.

TCV Archives! The story you are about to read is true! Any resemblance to your worse
nightmare is purely a coincidence.
The Burro and the Bees: How Mr. Bentley earned his TDXX
By Mary Jane Russell, 1996
I thought we were ready for this TDX test. We’d practiced for years. I’d read the books, and been
to several seminars. I’d utilized checklists of every conceivable obstacle and situation that could
occur at a test, and we’d practiced all but a few. The night before the test , I’d even reviewed
mentally, starts and reading my dog at crosstracks before I fell asleep. I slept fitfully that night
during driving rain and strong winds.
The morning of the test found me worrying about everything that might go wrong and all that I
could not control: What track I’d draw, the storm, the conditions of the fields, the wind, sun,
heat, barbed wire, ticks, Lyme disease, etc. But, luck was on my side - the weather in Gardner,
MA, on Sunday, September 29, 1996 was just perfect for tracking. When I arrived at the site, I
relaxed as I saw the lush green fields and overcast grey skies. The wind was light and the
temperature cool. Things were looking good.
The track I drew was the second of the day, scheduled for 10:55 a.m. More good luck! After the
drawing, one of the exhibitors asked the Judges if she could carry water on the track – her dog
was nine years old, and she wanted him to have water available at the articles. I listened as Art
Twiss answered that yes, she could indeed carry water and told a few stories of how he and
other Judges had handled situations over the years to ensure the dogs’ comfort and physical
safety. Little did I know that within the hour I would be yet another beneficiary of the particular
Judge’s common sense and compassion.
I went to my car to wait for the Judges to return from running track 1. After I’d set out my line,
harness, water bottle and article bag, and put on my hiking boots, I sat back to relax and read
the catalog. Dumb handling mistake number 1! As I read about this dog with an OTCH, and that
one with a Canadian TDX and another with a FH, and then realized that Bentley was the
youngest dog entered, I got a flash of panic: ‘’ This is the big league’’ I thought, ‘’and I have no
business being here’’. I seemed to have forgotten that Bentley had credentials, too, having
earned his Canadian TDX two days earlier. I put the catalog away and tried to think positively. I
looked around at the beautiful views and scenery, tested the moisture of the grass and watched
various neighbors walking their dogs- and a burro! – along the country roads of the complex. And
then it was our turn.
As I drove to our track with the Judges, I was relieved there would be no spectators around to
see me - since I already assumed I might not pass. ( I had confidence in my dog, but not
myself!) However, as we got out of our cars we were met by Miles Garrod and Mary Thompson.
OH No!! I was going to embarrass myself in front of people I knew. But I put aside my worries
and got Bentley ready to track. It didn’t take much effort, he was whining in the car and ready to
go!
Bentley’s start was great. He took the first turn, ninety degrees to the left like he never has done
before – no casting at all!! I was thrilled to see the pieces of our training come together into
what I actually began to think might be a flawless track. As we cruised down the third leg,
passing crosstracks he never even indicated, all the pieces of our collective experience began to
give me confidence. I heard the voices of my instructor and tracking friends offering snippets of
advice; I saw examples of situations I’d learned about at seminars; I encountered situations
similar to those I’d experienced on the alternate track at the HVTC TDX test last spring. All of

those experiences fell into place in my subconscious and I began to feel more relaxed. I waited
patiently while Bentley slowly and intently smelled the pavement where we crossed the road, not
knowing his fascination was burro crosstracks. By the time we were across the road and heading
off for the woods, I was grinning from ear to ear. This was fun! We approached the edge of the
woods and Bentley confidently led me through the small raspberry patch into a nice open pine
forest. And that’s where my nightmare began.
Bentley had gone about fifty yards into the woods when he cast to the left and became tangled
on the branches of a small fallen tree. As I approached to untangle him, he began leaping into
the air, spinning and yelping in pain. HORNETS! I yelled in shock when I saw that he was
covered with them and was still being bitten. Bentley is a 30 pound English Cocker and there
were easily 20 hornets on his back alone. In my panic to get the hornets off Bentley I was hitting
my dog. Dumb handler mistake #2. My chances of earning a TDX that day had plummeted to
near zero. Then one of the judges got bitten too. I began to wonder whether this was all just a
bad dream.
I'd seen a hornet attack only once, in a USDAA agility trial. That dog got bitten once and the
handler just carried him off the ~
course. (Because agility is a timed event, there was no way they could meet course time after
the seconds they spent dealing
with the bee sting.) So, in my mind, our TDX test track was over: I assumed that hornet stings =
failure. But the judges
naturally assumed we'd want to finish the track if we could. And I will always be grateful to Salle
Richards and Art Twiss for
that brilliant idea - I certainly hadn't thought of it!
After checking him for any allergic reaction, we moved up the hill and Bentley led me out of
the woods. As we crossed the
road a second time, and headed into a nice lush hayfield, I hoped our problems were behind
us. But as soon as we got into
the field, I realized Bentley was frantic! He cast. He circled. He went forward, he went
backward. He sat at my feet briefly,
and then leapt into the air. He spun in circles, and bit at his belly. He did everything except
track. I stood there for what
seemed like an eternity, trying every form of verbal and physical handling I could think of short
of guiding. I showed him the
start article -- he stared at it as if it was possessed, and tried to climb up my legs into my lap. I
took several steps backwards,
and marched in place. I talked to Bentley constantly, and gave him lots of smiles, verbal
encouragement, and calming vibes because suddenly I was calm and wasn't at all worried about the rest of the track. I just
wanted my dog to be normal again.
Those who know Bentley often call him the "tracking fool" because he puts his whole heart and
soul into every track. But he
was about to quit, and I couldn't believe it.
Fortunately, the judges also recognized how freaked out he was, and gave us time to work
things out. I had interpreted the
rules to mean that there was no time limit in a test as long as the dog was tracking, or
attempting to do so. But Bentley read
the rules differently, and literally. He knew the rules didn't say ''tracking'' but rather "working,"
and so he spun in pain one more
time and promptly went to work -- digging a hole! I guess he thought the cool dirt would
soothe his stinging belly. Just as
he did this, I realized that the current problem was that we were standing in clover and, you
guessed it, bumblebees! I don't

know if he got stung again, or if he was just panicking over the noise they made. "There are
bees here!" I called to the
judges. We quickly moved out of the clover and into the hayfield, and Bentley started moving
along away from me. He soon
came to an article, and that gave me the chance to really sit down and comfort him. I took
several minutes to pet him, give
him water, hold him, and whisper in his ear. I don't remember everything I said, but I do recall
telling him that tracklayers in
Massachusetts usually give the dogs great big knuckle bones when they find the glove. (OK, so
it was a little white lie.)
And then I slowly stood up, took a deep breath, and prepared for the moment of truth. Would
he continue with the track?
I knew I didn't want to pressure him in any way, but I also knew that he really deserved this
title after all he'd just been through.
We couldn't be far from the end. If he was willing to continue, I would be proud to go with
him. If he wanted to climb into
my arms, I would carry him back to the car. The choice was his.
"There's more, let's track it!" I said with as much patience, sympathy, and calmness as I could
muster. I waited for him to
decide. He cast around some, and then started out in a straight line. Slowly, not pulling -- but
at least he was tracking. When
the twenty foot marker slid through my hand, I started out behind him. As we progressed
along the leg, his normal tracking
posture returned. He lowered his nose and pulled lightly into the harness. I reached out with
one hand to give the judges
a thumbs-up signal, and away we went. After one more turn, and past the final set of
crosstracks, he stopped. Maybe he laid
down, I don't remember. But at his feet was a light tan leather glove. With tears in my eyes I
dropped to the ground, hugged
Bentley, and waved the glove in the air. This was not one of those times when you get to the
glove and wonder "Where are
the fireworks?" with a sense of disappointment. This was definitely a thrilling and emotional
moment, and as the judges met
me with hugs and smiles, I could tell that they were definitely excited about the outcome, too.
I'll never know what made him continue -- whether it was trust in his handler, a strong drive to
track, the promise of a bone
when he got to the glove, or perhaps a little of each. But no matter why he did it, Bentley
TDXX sure is a tracking hero in my
eyes.

Author's note: There are many people who helped make Bentley's TDX possible. I'd like to thank my
husband Gary for supporting
my tracking hobby (and for the cake and champagne that awaited us at home that evening); Lynne Mayo, Sheila
Lewonski Gina
Mireault, Lisa Barrett, and Mardi Trendle for training tips and tracklaying; Dana Avison and the TraCking Club of
Vermont for supporting
the sport and hosting the events where we got our start; the Concord Dog Training Club committee members
and tracklayers for such
a great test,· Mary Thompson for her veterinary care and first aid treatments,' Miles Garrod and Celeste Kelly for
moral support and
encouragement,· and especially the judges, Art Twiss and Salle Richards, whose patience gave me the
confidence I needed to continue
the track. But in the end, of course, the one who deserves the most credit is not really a person at all (but don't

tell him that!). My DOG!
Whitfield's Esquire of Paris, Am/ Cdn TDX; deserves an extra X at the end of his AKC title for his endurance and
performance that day.
Thank you, Mr. Bentley. 10/12/96

CLUB NEWS
Upcoming Events:
5/28 Monthly meeting and tracking practice. Location TBA.
6/20 TCV’s VST at Castleton State College.
6/25 Monthly meeting and tracking practice. Location TBA.
7/23 Monthly meeting and tracking practice. Location TBA. Nomination committee appointed.
8/8 Tracking Day and Picnic!!
6/6 BOTC’S VST at UVM

New Members:
Kristie, Dan and Kelsey Adams are new TCV members! They are from Pittsford and have 2
German short haired pointers, Ivan and Filigree. Kristie has been involved with Blood Tracking in
the past. Welcome!!
Kathleen & Ben Goodman from Hopkinton, MA with Golden Retrievers. You can see from Kathy’s
report that they take part in many dog activities!! Welcome!!
Finally, Jo Ann and Richard Bryfogle from Stockbridge, Vt are new members. They have a
German Shepard. We are happy to have you all as new club members!

Tracking Club of Vermont Officers and Board Members
President: Mie Kingsley, Vice President: Joan Bradley, Treasurer: Joanne Fratrich, Secretary:
Joyce Pedone
Board Members: Charlene Lundeen, Alan Shelvey, Elaine Thomas, Renee Traverse and Glenn
Williams

Please send your brags, news, items for sale, ads, pictures, etc….to Linda
Shelvey for the next Scentinel. shel@sover.net
Happy Tracking!

!

